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	HTB, the specialist bank


Focus, where it matters.


HTB, the Specialist Bank




Your browser does not support the video tag.




The Savvy Savers


Is the squeezed middle expanding? Read our latest research.


Read research
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HTB, the specialist bank in business and personal finance

Hampshire Trust Bank (HTB) serves a small number of carefully chosen markets. Through a cycle of research and continuous improvement, coupled with expert people who are leaders in their fields, we maintain a profound understanding of these markets.

This intense focus enables us to exceed our customers expectations, underpinning our bold vision of being the go-to bank in our chosen markets.

We call this excellence through specialism.






Quickly find what you need

I'm...an individual









Looking for...structured asset finance
















Personal Savings


Cash ISAs and fixed and variable rate personal savings accounts.


See current rates
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Specialist Mortgages


Specialist BTL, semi-commercial and residential and commercial bridging.


Find out more
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Development Finance


Residential development, commercial and development exit finance.


Find out more
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Asset Finance


Fast and flexible common sense lending.


Find out more
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Business Savings


Fixed and variable rate business savings accounts.


See current rates
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So what really makes us so different?



Understanding
We are specialists in the markets we serve, tailoring solutions to meet your needs.



Integrity
We will take the time to build a mutually valuable long-term relationship with you, based on trust.



Delivery
We strive to deliver what you want, when you want it, how you want it.
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Not what you’re looking for?


We offer solutions for businesses, individuals and intermediaries.



I’m looking for...
	Personal
	Business
	Intermediaries
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